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Focal-JMlab as most readers will be well aware
is a French manufacturer of loudspeakers for
the home, for the automobile industry and for

the professional market…they have recently
introduced a small range of headphones too. They
are based in the South Western French city of Saint-
Étienne and have been operational since 1979 when
current Chairman of the Supervisory Board Jacques
Mahul launched the company.

Jacques was an engineer, journalist and music lover
(a great fan of Pink Floyd) based in Paris and he
initially began making loudspeaker drivers in the
workshop of his father’s engineering company
(France Filiere) in Saint-Etienne with just himself
and one more employee. The drivers proved to be a
huge success and were used not only by high-end
DIY enthusiasts but also picked up by commercial
loudspeaker manufacturers.

As well as producing loudspeaker drivers under the
Focal name Jacques also began to experiment with
designing his own loudspeakers and when his small
bookshelf DB13 featuring a dual voicecoil driver
was launched he quickly moved from selling to
acquaintances to manufacture proper.

The 1980 saw both the Focal driver brand and
JMlabs loudspeakers establish themselves in the
worldwide marketplace with Focal continuing to
innovate new designs and products such as the
Polyglass V cone and the PolyKevlar (K2) cone. The
K2 is a clever sandwich structure of two layers of
aramid fibres applied to a centre “filling” of a
hollow-micro-ball structured material. The Polyglass
cone, introduced in 1988, is essentially miniscule

micro-balls being deposited onto a paper cone to
achieve a light but very rigid material with great
damping effects.
As well as mid and bass drivers attention was also
focused on improving the frequency response curve
of the tweeter driver and a host of innovative
products were used including glass fibre and Kevlar.
In 1981 the company introduced the inverted dome
tweeter with the basic concept still being used by
them today for its low directionality and high
dynamic features.

In 1990 the current Managing Director Gérard
Chrétien arrived at the company and the business
moved forward at a pace. Gérard is an interesting
character having being the editor-in-chief of the well
renowned audio magazine L’Audiophile since its
launch in 1977, he also acted as our most gracious
host for the duration of our trip. The company
developed and implemented an international
marketing strategy for the loudspeaker brand and
saw them move into not just European markets but
also the lucrative North American and Southeast
Asian markets. Strengthened by numerous accolades,
including Loudspeaker of the Year in 1992 for the
JMlab Vega, the company’s reputation mushroomed
as did its business with turnover increasing from €9
million in 1992 to €26 million in 2000. Clearly the
company had moved from being a well respected
domestic manufacturer to being a leading player in
the global audio marketplace.
During the 90’s, 1995 to be more precise, Focal
introduced the W sandwich cone which is two sheets
of glass fibre with a foam-like core and is again
employed to maximise low mass allied with high
rigidity and damping factors.
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In 2002 the company relocated its
St Etienne facilities to their
current home in the city and
developed the “Made in France”
philosophy which Gérard is still
justifiably very proud. It’s also
the year that the company
introduced the Beryllium tweeter
which is still seen on the
Premium Utopia and Electra
ranges - you can see being made
in the following article. It’s an
interesting concept with
Beryllium being seven times
more rigid than Titanium (and ten
times more expensive than gold)
but having a similar mass
resulting in a lighter and faster
tweeter with great damping
qualities. Of course Focal still
employed the inverted dome
concept and when allied with
Beryllium offeres a frequency
response extending to 40kHz.

A year later in 2003 the two
distinct brands incorporated under
the single Focal-JMlab banner for
all their home products with them
becoming simply Focal for all
sectors of the business in 2005.

2007 saw the introduction of the
Aluminium-Magnesium tweeter a
partnership that offers the
damping qualities aluminium and the rigidity of the
magnesium. Used on the Chorus range in the Home
line and in the CMS range in the pro line the Al-Mg
takes the response up to 28kHz.

Chatting with Gérard Chrétien over dinner the night
before we took the official tour it became clear that
he is not only passionate about the sound of a
product but also about the way that it looks and its
relationship with the home and living space. More of
this later, but we at Hifi Pig feel strongly that the
aesthetics of a product, particularly a product as large
and visually imposing as a loudspeaker, should not
be overlooked. To this end in 2003 the company
began a close working relationship with the Paris
based design agency Pineau and Le Porcher to
develop the design aspects of their offer. This

relationship not only made the loudspeakers they
were producing desirable lifestyle products but also
helped cement the company’s brand message in the
psych of consumers. This partnership developed new
and distinctive ranges for the brand including: Profile
and Electra in 2005, Chorus V in 2006, Utopia in
2008 and Dôme in 2009. The same attention to detail
and design sensibilities is employed across the range
and whilst many of you reading this will be well
aware of the distinctive and it has to be said
imposingly beautiful design of the Utopia, the same
care and attention is given to the diminutive and yet
gorgeous little Dome loudspeakers.
The fit and finish on all the range looks exemplary
with cabinets for the higher-end ranges being built in
Bourbon-Lancy at the Guy HF cabinet makers which
Focal bought out in 2007. The clear intention here is
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Managing Director Gérard Chrétien with Focal’s Flagships
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to control the manufacturing process from initial
design and conception right through to final
production and, in a world where increasing numbers
of manufacturers are turning to cheaper facilities in
China and elsewhere, this makes that Made in France
philosophy mentioned earlier an important
differentiator between Focal and other loudspeaker
manufacturers.

In 2011 Focal-JMlab merged with the well loved UK
hi-fi brand Naim to create a new holding company
Focal & Naim which owns both Focal and Naim.
However, lovers of the individual brands will be
pleased to hear that the two companies remain
independent when it comes down to what we the
consumer sees on the shelves of our local audiophile
emporium. Both Naim and Focal have very strong
brands and I for one believe that this coming
together, yet maintaining individuality with regards
to the individual marques branding and products, is
incredibly important.

Focal builta custom made showroom and listening
facility at their Saint-Etienne site in 2012.

In 2013 Focal further developed the sandwich
concept of drivers cones to include the Flax
membrane cone. It’s an unusual material to use (yes
it’s flax as in the blue flowers you can see growing in
fields and used to make linen!) but Focal claims it
offers low colouration through light, rigid and
damped cones.

In 2012 the turnover of Focal-JMlab was €42
million, of which 70% came from exports and
arriving at the factory it was good to see lorry loads
of loudspeakers leaving the premises. Europe makes
up the majority (57%) of the turnover with America
making up 20%, Asia/Oceana 20.5% and Middle
East and Africa 2.5%. Their products are distributed
in over 160 countries throughout the world and they
currently employ more than 200 people at the 17
400m square premises in Saint Etienne where
production, research and development and
management are based.

Hifi Pig were kindly invited to be the guests of Focal
for a couple of days in mid-March and the results of
that visit can be enjoyed in the next article.

Focal Visit
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The first thing that strikes you
about Gérard Chrétien, the
Managing Director of Focal, is

his infectious enthusiasm for his brand
and the clear vision he has with
regards to moving Focal forward in the
worldwide marketplace. Speaking in
his office before the actual tour of the
facility and at dinner the night before
he talks passionately not only about
his love for music and all things audio,
but also his belief that audio products,
particularly those for the home market, should
deliver not only on sound quality but also with
regards to strong aesthetic values – “It’s an holistic
philosophy! Things need to stimulate ALL the
senses. Design IS important” he enthuses. This
design philosophy is clearly evident in the flagship
Utopia model that stands imposingly in the foyer of
the offices, but also in the diminutive Dome desktop
system he has in his office. There’s a real attention to
detail throughout the range.

There is also the feeling that he believes that access
to great sounding kit should be inclusive and that is
apparent when you realise that Focal products are not
only available in the rarefied environments of
audiophile outlets, but also in more down to earth
mass-market outlets like FNAC and Boulanger (in
France)…and other well known stores worldwide.

Gérard also exudes an immense pride in his company
being French and this is brought home when he tells
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Gérard also exudes an immense
pride in his company being
French and this is brought home
when he tells us that 88% of
Focal’s output now carries the
words “Made in France” on it.

Utopia drivers
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us that 88% of Focal’s output now carries the words
“Made in France” on it. In a world where increasing
numbers of companies have outsourced their
manufacturing base to China and the Far East it’s
good to see that some are resolutely committed to
investment in European facilities and European
workers.

Gérard is clearly a clever and cultured bloke and he
has a love of jazz music, but he’s also very
approachable and walking to the office building from
the car (and later on the factory floor) he is greeted
and greets all employees knowing each by name - “I

don’t believe in hierarchy” he says in perfect English
when I comment on how refreshing this is to see.
The workforce and the investment Focal makes in
them is vital as some of the processes involved take
two years to master. This commitment to the skilled
workforce is further evidenced with the company’s
purchase of the Guy HF cabinet makers in Bourbon-

Lancy (Burgundy) back
in 2007 where cabinets
for the luxury end of the
company’s loudspeakers
are crafted. These people
know their jobs, know
Focal and know the ethos
of the company and so
why would anyone want

to farm out to China where the whole expensive
process of training up production staff would need to
be undertaken…or risk the finished product being
sub-standard. Focal make this more expensive
workforce employable with the mantra “Produit
Mieux et Moins Cher” (PMMC) which translates as
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This is clearly a company that are in it for
the long haul and looking to further
consolidate themselves in the global
marketplace

Inside the purpose built listening room
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“A better but less expensive
product” and for one specific
driver they have managed to
take the production process
down from eight hours to just
10 minutes enabling all
drivers in all Focal
loudspeakers to be Focal built
since 2002.

This commitment to PMMC
has meant investment in
training the workforce but also
in financial and intellectual
investment in the design of
new manufacturing processes.
However, walking around the
factory you notice that despite
their being a good deal of
techy looking manufacturing

equipment, ALL critical processes are
still carried out by hand. This “hands
on” approach extends to the final
testing of a driver too. Of course there
are oscilloscopes and what not all
around, but every single driver rolling
of the small production line is checked
and analysed by ear and by trained
personnel. Despite this hands (and ear)-
on approach and attention to detail they
can still output 2000 drivers each day
and each driver is uniquely numbered.

This is clearly a company that are in it
for the long haul and looking to further
consolidate themselves in the global
marketplace as creators of innovative,
stylish products that are made in France
by a committed workforce led by a
creative, forward thinking and inclusive
management team.

Our thanks go out to Gérard, the
company’s UK PR company and the
whole of the Focal team for making
Hifi Pig feel so welcome and allowing
us such close access to the inside
workings of the business.

Focal Visit

Final checks done by ear

Critical stages of the manufacturing process
carried out by hand
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During our tour of the Focal factory Gérard is
keen to repeat another of the company’s
mantras and that is “Rigidity, Weight and

Damping” when speaking about the company’s
drivers. Whether the W Sandwich or the more recent
Flax Sandwich cones, the belief that frequency
response should be managed at the driver stage and
not in the crossover is paramount in
the design process.
The Sandwich approach is an
interesting one and the latest Flax
Sandwich is perhaps the most
interesting in that it uses a material
that one wouldn’t usually associate
with high-end driver technology. The
drivers are essentially a very rigid,
single fibre (not twisted) flax sheet of
uniform thickness between two
pieces of plexi-glass foam with the
cutting of the drivers being done by
specially developed laser tools.
Voicecoils are added by hand to
enable very tight tolerances to be
maintained.
The Utopia range of loudspeakers
have very impressive drivers of

course which use electromagnets and in the Stellar
Utopias each bass driver has 8Kg of copper and a
total weight of 30Kg enabling the driver to deliver a
sensitivity of 97db at 30Hz. This level of attention to
detail is to be expected in high-end loudspeakers
such as the Utopia range, but it is also very evident
down the price range with the drivers on the entry
level models using polyglass microballs “sprayed”
onto paper – again this is to add rigidity to the driver!

Perhaps the most interesting part of the actual tour of
the shop floor was when we went to where the
tweeters are made. Many readers will be aware of
Focal’s use of inverted dome technology and I was
keen to find out why they used this. Originally the
inverted dome was used to allow low mass and high
efficiency with flat frequency response. The first
inverted domes used Kevlar which begins to break
up at 14KHz whereas the more recent Titanium goes
up to 22KHz and the Aluminium/Magnesium alloy
to 28KHz. Memory foam is used for the suspension
for its low mass and low frequency resonance. Focal
found that the amount of glue used to fit the
voicecoil was critical in that it had the ability to mess
with the frequency response of the tweeter and so the
glue is now added by a special silk screen process.
Consistency is clearly vital here and despite making
20 000 tweeters per week consistency of product is
maintained throughout.
The latest tweeter used on the high-end range of
Focal loudspeakers is made of Beryllium which is
very light, very rigid (it can scratch glass) and also
very expensive (fifty times the cost of gold we’re
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informed). However adding a huge magnet to the
Beryllium tweeter allows it to operate between 1000
Hz and 50KHz and with a sensitivity of 97db. This
goal of high efficiency drivers allows the complex
Utopias to achieve an overall sensitivity of 93/94db.

Of course, as a magazine focusing on relatively high-
end products we’re keen to talk about the Utopias
and other loudspeakers but it’s interesting to note
that the 25 engineers in the R&D department have
been thinking out of the box somewhat and April
will see the launch of a new and we’re told highly
innovative, five-way soundbar (The Dimension) and
there’s also an active and wireless speaker in
production (The Easya). These more lifestyle
oriented products carry that inclusiveness I
mentioned through, but we’re told that whatever
product is launched it will always have the Focal
family sound.

Focal Visit

The listening rooms acoustics really are impressive but
surprisingly easy on the eye
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Of course, no visit to a
loudspeaker manufacturer’s
facility, however impressive,

would be complete without having a
little bit of a listen to the finished
product and so we were ushered to a
specially built large room where a
trio of speakers were placed in front
of us. Needless to say electronics
used were Naim and the attention to
detail in the room was very
impressive. Clearly the room had
been designed to show the Focal
loudspeakers at their very best and
the room was acoustically pretty
dead.
First up was a pair of Aria 926
loudspeakers which are sold at
around €2000 per pair. They’re
designed to be good with a wide range of music and
to have a broad appeal. They use an
Aluminium/Magnesium tweeter and Flax Sandwich
drivers. My first reaction to the 926 was that it
seemed to offer a good deal of product for the asking
price. Sound-wise there was an overall naturalness to
the sound with the speakers being open and visceral.

Piano was very piano-like, there was a good insight
into the recording space and bass was well controlled
and deep As well as looking like a lot of speaker for
your money it would seem that the 926, on the
strength of this listen in unfamiliar surroundings,
offered good value for money too.
Next up was the 948 which we were told was tuned
to have a similar sound to the Utopia and it is clearly
a step up the high-fidelity ladder. There is a bigger
sound to the 926 on orchestral tracks and the
speakers offer a fast and dynamic sound with good
soundstaging. My notes say “I could live with these”
and they are obviously a more refined speaker than
the smaller 926 but surprisingly they cost only €3000
a pair which I again thought was good value for
money.
The next speakers out front were the Scala Utopia
V2s and this was clearly a much better loudspeaker
than the two that went before it….and so it should be
at €21 000. There’s a more relaxed and effortless
sound here with that Beryllium tweeter clearly
adding something quite special to the mix.
Sadly we had a ‘plane to catch and our time in the
listening room wasn’t as long as we would have
liked, but it was long enough to appreciate that Focal
are consistent in creating a good sound with a family
character that is evident at all the levels we listened.
Out of the three speakers we heard the one that stood
out as offering the best bang for your buck was the
948 but I can’t help thinking that, despite what I said
about being able to live with them, I’d always have
in the back of my mind the sound of the Scala
Utopias.
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Scala Utopia V2s were very nice indeed


